Call Attention to Safety
Incidents in the Arbo
and at Trinity College
Call Attention to Safety
Issue on Conn's Campus

By Thomas McBurney

As students became worried by the threat of Student Life office and a gend
beric incident in the Connecticut College arboriday Sunday aftern
on, a Trinity College female sta
this week.

According to the Hartford Courant, police sources say the suspect reported the sexual assault near
10 hours after the incident. Sources say that at least four men participated in the assault. The
student was being treated at a local hospital.

According to Julie Winkel, Trinity College spokesperson, the woman claimed that the attacker
was college-aged, but that she did not know him nor think they went to the same school. No arrest
had been made as of Monday.

Winkel reported that the College's security is being reviewed in response to the incident. She
was quoted in the Courant as stating, "Our first concern is to maintain the safety and confidentiality
of our students, and the College appreciates the continued support from the community.

Following the meal will be a presentation from Wade. "Oxfam" event will take place, and
students are encouraged to attend. "This is a great opportunity to raise awareness of issues of hunger,
but more important is the idea of doing something for others. The small sacrifice makes a tremendous
difference in the lives of others." The project has gained popularity in recent years. In 2002, 756 stu
dents donated their meals to help fight hunger. The Oxfam event of 2003 was hugely successful, with a
total of 1,017 students contributing to a total of 756 meals. The College has worked in this project
more in recent years. In 2002, 756 students donated their meals to help fight hunger. The Oxfam event of
2003 was hugely successful, with a total of 1,017 students contributing to a total of 756 meals. The
College has worked in this project more in recent years.

That year's turnout represented
the largest ever, and it was hoped that this mark would be exceeded.

On November 10 the Connecticut College Judicial Board hosted a Dessert and Dialogue event to educate its students about procedures and to foster discussion.

Prepared by Athena Zandbergen, Junior, and Jordan S. Zaller, Senior, for the Connecticut College Judicial Board.

Four of the ten J-Board members presided over the meeting, including Student Life Director, Rutgers. Harris and contributing the cost of
the dessert, which was provided by the Community Meals program at Connecticut College.

Community Meal Center and Oxfam America.

Community Meals program has fed thousands of people in the area and beyond. It has become an important part of
the mission of Oxfam America is part of an international network of over 1,000 local
and global partnerships. Oxfam International is a non-governmental organization that works in more than 85 countries
to bring about changes in policies, structures, and institutions. For more information, visit
Oxfam's website.
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Break the silence

Last Friday, a female student was grabbed in a threatening manner by an older man while walking through the arboretum just before sundown. While she was fortunate enough to be able to immediately leave the scene and report the incident to campus safety, recent events across the country show that not every woman is in a fortunate position.

In light of this and a more violent incident at Trinity College along with the constant reports of violent incidents that overshadow the reality news, it is now more important than ever for small communities like ours to come together. Such an event not only hurts the victim, but it also affects the entire community, creating an atmosphere of distrust and fear. Any community struck by such fear may be less likely to reach out to those in need.

I am disappointed that members of the administration have not regulated certain types of vulgar statements, which I believe to be in violation of our institutional policies. As a human being, it is not fair for him or her in any way to be victimized. This may mean nothing more than letting them know you care.

Any individual can raise awareness about violent environments towards women and violent crimes in general. Through student life we now have Your Educators in all the dorms who are there to facilitate just such discussions. If you know something, talk about it. We as students cannot allow for our community to be victimized.

Do you care about anything?

"Voice" your opinion, write a Letter to the Editor. 

send to: ccvoice@conncollege.edu

THE COLLEGE VOICE
Box 4970 • Office (860) 439-2812
E-Mail: ccvoice@conncollege.edu

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

Advice to All Angry Liberals

I do think students in a strong liberal arts college would strive to expand their world perspective through studying a wide range of ideas, economic, social, and political. One of the reasons I transferred to Connecticut College was to get away from the political correctness that I wanted to be surrounded by people who were open to other perspectives. I soon came to realize that some people in this school were extremely close-minded, and disrespectful of different world and political beliefs. These people initially ridiculed my liberal ideas.

The result of this election caused many of my liberal friends to label Republicans as ignorant, stupid, and people who would not even be considered for the "informed" issues. Countless instances of this intolerance for Republicans have occurred. They do not listen to the arguments and points, they engage in a purely emotional argument, and they are not willing to listen to someone who has a different viewpoint.

The epiphany of this intolerance for Republicans was displayed in Zach West's editorial, "Of the Stupid, By the Stupid, For the Stupid" that was published on Tuesday, November 3. In this article, West criticizes Republicans for not using their intellect when voting. He says that in the wake of the recent presidential election, voters were being fed a lot of liberal propaganda, which he believes to be false.

The most disturbing fact in this article is that he has no idea what he is writing about. He does not know the difference between a liberal and a conservative, he does not know the difference between a Democrat and a Republican. He does not know anything about the issues that are facing our country. He is just an ignorant fool who has been manipulated by the media.

West's readers are probably not the type of people who would even bother to read his articles, but they are probably the type of people who are being influenced by his propaganda. He is just another example of the liberal elite who think they are superior to everyone else.

We need to break the silence and stop allowing these types of people to dictate what we believe in. We need to start listening to people who have different views, and we need to start voting for the candidates that we think are best for our country.

The results of this election will determine the future of our country, and we need to make sure that the right people are in office. We need to make sure that the right policies are being put into place.

I urge everyone to vote in the upcoming election, and to make sure that they vote for the candidate that they believe is best for our country. We need to make sure that we are not letting the liberal elite dictate what we believe in, and that we are not letting them dictate our future.
HEADSTRONG FIGHT

ADAM WEINBERG

THE HEBREW HAMMER

We are at a crossroad in history. The combined results of the Republican capture of the House and Senate and both houses of Congress, as well as the Republican victories over equality for gay and lesbian Americans in the State of Massachusetts, leaves little doubt. The moral status quo is now under attack, and we must decisively fight for the right. For the first time in 100 years, the concept of equality in this country is under threat. The opportunity for organization that can advance equality in the American way is now being snatched away by the new social movement inspired by President Bush and the Republican Congress of 2003-2004, while bolstered by bombastic rhetoric and hope-mongering.

The movements of the 1960s, including an extension of the civil rights movement, in which minorities fought for equality and that had the potential to become the loolest place on earth: A place so cool, that popsicles grow on trees. It couldn’t be called Popsicleville, or did I mean Populism? I do believe that the combined results of the movement that had been brewing for equality, and the new social movement that was being pressed into service by the development of a new and powerful force, will not fail to capitalize on. For the liberal movement is on the move, and it is a force that cannot be ignored.

The justifications for banning same-sex marriages in eleven states are as unsound as they are offensive. As Bush remarked in his acceptance speech, “I stand for marriage, and believe that the ‘corruption and decay’ of a health care system, the ‘corruption and decay’ of a legal system, the ‘corruption and decay’ of a political system, is offensive.” It is time for us to recognize this, and to protect our institutions.

In the aftermath of President Bush’s re-election, many liberals with strong credentials left the Democratic party. But the majority of the American people are all those who are concerned about the future of marriage in the United States. Forget checks and balances, forget donors of money, forget donors of power. The future of marriage in this country is in the hands of the American people. The movement that has been fighting for marriage is one that has been fighting for the right of America to determine its own destiny. The movement that has been fighting for marriage is one that has been fighting for the right of America to determine its own destiny.
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Bridget Jones: Sequel is a Barrel of Laughs

By George Eberts

Bridget Jones fans have been waiting with bated breath for the sequel to the original hit film. Based on Helen Fielding’s bestselling novel that explores the trials and tribulations of an endearing “singleton,” Bridget Jones: The Edge of Reason is released. The Edge of Reason carefully scheduled to debut November 19th, and I visited the theaters on November 12th.

When last we saw Bridget (Renée Zellweger), she was embracing Mark Darcy (Colin Firth) on a snowy London street. Unfortunately, she’s now in love with self-proclaimed Shag Man — Smug Married Woman in the making — the highly urbane Bridget Jones (also Zellweger), Firth, and Hugh Grant all reprise their original roles, with hilarious results.

The accomplish made up for its vacillation andReturn of Bridget Jones the most endearing — in her obsessive mind, why shouldn’t she be? — as the film follows Mark’s new long-legged, drop-dead, “I always say the right thing, all the time...dilemma, to want to leave him from a plum, quizzing, and sometimes inappropriate position. With the entry of the leggy woman, Bridget’s pink clouds of bliss begin to tum gray as her attacks of self-doubt put her relationship with Darcy to a sore test.

And while other could get into any corned, uncomplimented, Bridget’s former boss, bone- thinning heartthrob Daniel Cleaver (Grant), sails off to America. This exhibition honors a family with multiple Illustrated Books for Children. She graduated from the Philadelphia College of Art with her BFA in Printmaking. Her sister, Marlee Brewster Brockmann earned her BFA in Photography from Bard College in 2000 and displays her collections in the U and Mexico. The exhibit’s mission to upset the public with a gallery talk with the artists at 4:30–5:30 on November 1st.

This summer I saw an episode of How I Met Your Mother and heard the name of the popular TV show, “The O.C.” A soft ball featuring simple guitar and drums, is my favorite on the album. It doesn’t have to be always right...it’ ..the strings. “You don’t have to put up a fight! You don’t have to be always right..., it’s just your side of the stories. "Pacifist tonight." Bonz won the band’s battle for his tense father and refers to the many nights he says to his father’s bedside. The song will be featured in the December 2 episode of the popular TV show, “The O.C.”

The album, on November 23rd, starts with the single “Vertigo,” which has that catchy-catchy, anthemic quality that will recall Leave Behind. Though not as solid on first listen, it is a song that will definitely grow on you which is shown by its current position at Number 1 on the Modern Rock charts.

The third track, “If You’re Not Competent,” is an instrumental gem. Lead singer Bonz’s voice is particularly strong throughout the songs, “You don’t have to put up a fight! You don’t have to be always right...”

Jump Off the Bandwagon!

Normally in my column I give three different reviews. This week, however, I found something so extraordinary that it warranted completely taking over Bandwagon.

This summer I am a seminar of 40 Hours Inquiries about Filmaker Angela Shelton and a documentary about herself and the Shelton Sisters in America. Searching for Angela Shelton starts out in the California form of filmmaker Angela and ends in the US on each Angel’s trail story. Here’s the funny thing: All of the Angela Sheltons were named bowls, or maybe one of them is a bean. Including filmmaker Angela Shelton, there are six of them. As the film ends, the Shelton Sisters in America are shown in an interview, and the Shelton Sisters themselves are featured.

Filmaker Angela Shelton — along with her stepmother and twin brother — was interviewed by her father at a very young age.

At the end of the film we find out that she is now in rehab. Not one of the Shelton Sisters in the film are above suspicion. Angela Shelton Minnesota is a happy mother of two, and Angela Shelton Kansas is a middle school band teacher who manages her own 35 and has her whole life ahead of her. Angela Shelton South Carolina is an investigator in the drug trade.

Ironically, filmmaker Angela Shelton’s father lives in the same town as Angela Shelton South Carolina. Angela Shelton South Carolina encourages filmmaker Angela Shelton to confront her father’s drug use, and actually joins her on the top. The confrontation is shocking, emotional, and heart-wrenching for both Angela and the director.

Searching for Angela Shelton is about more than Angela Shelton. It is a film that will open your eyes and make you有些 wounds, llegar your parents’ world in a whole new way.

Many of the Shelton Sisters talk about faith. filmmaker Angela Shelton states that her journey has made her faith in a brand new way. Searching for Angela Shelton is truly encouraging, and I suggest you find out what I first heard...and then spread the word.

For more information on filmmaker Angela Shelton and searching for Angela Shelton as well as interviews on other shows, visit www.searchingforangelas.com.


**ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT**

**Staff Writer**

Looking for a predictable and somewhat unoriginal season? James Patterson's latest novel, *The Letter* to Jennifer, is a perfect book for you. It's a predictable attempt to match his fans with other high-powered celebrities. For Nicholas, James Macfarlane and Sarah Wright stars play by the book, and make for an interesting plot.

When Sarah Wright, dressed as her grandmother, heads to the Chicago Tribune, one day, Sarah looks for the right guidance for her acting career. For Sarah Wright's grandmother, Jennifer discovers that Sarah has been writing letters that explain her entire life story to Jennifer. Jennifer reads a few letters every day between visits to Sarah Wright in the hospital and learns that her grandmother had been writing letters to her. Mesmerized, a childhood friend, Brenda, returns to Lake Geneva and looks for her friend Jennifer. Brenda reveals that he has a chronic disease, a woman in blue, a sweet, secret, a revived childhood romance, a tender relationship between grandmother and granddaughter — sounds like the perfect formula for a year-ending tale, right? But the only reason anyone would shed tears reading this novel is because they have wanted their validation, little reading such a poorly written book.

In the Let Downs, choreographed by Mali Luyke, dancers Candace Othel Bayraktar, Zoe Chaps, Katherine Egan, Samantha Fenster, and Sarah Wright danced an intimate dance. While wearing everyday clothing, Sarah Wright entered the stage yelling to reveal her frustrations and moved with care-pained purpose, which made the dance...honestly, honestly?

Then came a modern piece choreographed by Cara Angela Lepine. Ceramics performed by Amy Tannen Adams, Jordan Chase-Jacobs, Katherine Egan, Samantha Fenster, and Cara Angela Lepine, proved to be a compelling dance with a love story woven into the choreography. Lepineboldly disentwined before the audience as she did love interest admitted from afar while the other dancers continued to perform around her. The pace of the piece continued to build up with Divided, a piece choreographed by Marc Macfarlane. Dancers Zoé Chaplin, Samantha Pan, Ginnie Fuller, Jen Reilly, Sarah Wright, and Cara Yang danced glow-in-the-dark star dresses and performed in the sound of "Misterioso Streghesco." In this haunting atmosphere of the music, colossal images, and exacting movements created a futuristic atmosphere.

It's a mere coffee shop. One patron described the Muddy Waters Cafe as the "center of cultural exchange" in New London. Every Sunday afternoon at 2 p.m., there is an open mike for anyone who may be interested. The creative expression of everyone from local poets to singer-songwriters fills the shop. It's a great time to go chill out and make a contribution of your own. The Muddy Waters Cafe has live music on most Thursday, Friday, and Saturday nights. These local musicians who sign up to play. The shop also serves sandwiches and soups, whether you want to sign up to play or play music or read some good literature, there are people for students to display their creativity. Another opportunity for Connecticut College students to get involved is by contributing artwork. Much of the art on display is from local artists and the cafe is always looking for new pieces.

Whether you want to sign up to play or play music or read some good literature, there are people for students to display their creativity. Another opportunity for Connecticut College students to get involved is by contributing artwork. Much of the art on display is from local artists and the cafe is always looking for new pieces. The focus on Googies Books and Beans is a selection of new and used books as well as other "gifts for the mind and spirit." The merchandise varies with a large number of books on such things as palm reading, witchcraft, spirituality, and nature. They also have a significant selection of handcrafted items. It's a great place to take a look if you want to give something that's different. You can enjoy coffee and a bite to eat, Googies's Books and Beans doesn't come close to offering the variety of coffee, other beverages, and food that Muddy Waters has.

Both shops are located on Bank Street in the heart of downtown New London, providing an oasis for those who are overwhelmed by the bustle of the day. Muddy Waters Cafe is open 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. on weekdays. Googies's Books and Beans keeps early hours and is only open until 4 p.m. on weekends.
CC Dems and Reps Discuss Projects Club Got “Turn Out”
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Egan, Ginny Fuller, Samantha Lee, Cara Ligouri, Lisa Rothstein, and Sara Skinner expressed the intensity of the music through passion and skill, which united the crowd in their support of their graceful compositions.

Thursday night, the Dance Club presented their fall show, “The Joshua Tree,” an outstanding and caut...
Spring Break 2005
Challenge . . find a better price!
Lowest Prices, free meals, free drinks
Hottest Parties!
November 6th deadline!
Hiring reps-earn free trips and cash!

www.sunsplashtours.com
1-800-426-7710
Top Ten Classes We Wish Were Offered This Semester

10. Gender and Women's Studies 600: Sex, Lust, Passion, and Sex on The O.C.
9. Human Development 106: Diaper Changing and Freud
8. History 314: The History of Pie
6. Linguistics 333: OMG, WTF, and BRB: how 2 chat on teh web
5. Religion 400: Masochism and Bad Hair in Modern RedSoxism
4. Botany 420: Growth, Cultivation, and Common Uses of the Cannabis Plant
3. English 115: Intro to the Oprah Book Club
2. Rim Studies 432: Ben and Jen: Why Gigli Sucked (6-credit course)
1. Philosophy 106: Do You Exist?

Guess The Voice Staffer

This Voice Staffer is the least evil member of our Voice family. He enjoys Seinfeld, gossip, and the weekly SGA Minutes. Can you tell who's under the bag? If you think you have a clue, email ccvoice@conncoll.edu and win an email from this lovable editor! Last week's mystery staffer was Emily Morse, our Editor-in-Chief.

Camel Curiosities

Camels have the ability to allow their body temperature to rise as much as 11°-14° fahrenheit to reach 104°-106° fahrenheit in the heat of the day.

(Unfortunately, 11 degrees ain't gonna help camels during long New England winters, so bundle up!)

Quoteable Camels

Senior:
"Survival Skills According to MacGyver"
- Tim Lenaghan

Sophomore:
"Dissecting Dead Bodies...I like dissecting."
- Katie Coats

Junior:
"Strip Aerobics"
- Cate MacGregor

Freshman:
"Squirrel Catching"
- Jon McKee

Not fun enough? Send YOUR ideas for the Camel Fun Page to ccvoice@conncoll.edu. Because seriously, this page needs more alteration.
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Camels Look To Build On 03-04 Season

By Steve Strauss
ASSOCIATE SPORTS EDITOR

The Camel girls' basketball team returns a master year last season that boasted just two seasons to produce true all-stars, including former Division I national champion Norwich Trinity to college for the season. The one of the brightest stars in all of Camel sports for the 2003-04 season was sophomore Casey
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